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Airstrikes ‘only
the beginning’

N ight parking gets messier for
students, better for staff
By Stephanie Perry
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

By Ken Fireman
N ew sday

(W IRE) WASHINGTON — Sunday’s
airstrikes on Afghiinistan are only the opening
phiise of a “sustained, comprehensive and relent
less” military campaign against Osama bin
Laden’s terrorist network and its Taliban protec
tors, President Bush said.
In a televised spt^ech from the White House announcing the attacks, ikish
described them as “carefully targeted,” but made it clear that the overall strate
gic p-arameters of the campaign would be wide-ranging in nature.
“Tcxlay we fcxzus on Afghanistan, but the battle is broader,” Bush said. “The
battle is now joined on many fronts. We will not waver, we will not tire, we
will not falter and we will not fail.”
The initial objective of the campaign. Bush said, was to destroy the train
ing camps, communications facilities imd command structure of the al-Qaida
network that bin Latlen leads. But that goal, he said, was a way station toward
a broader one.
“Initially, the terrorists may burrow deeper into caves and other entrenched
hiding places,” he said. “Our military action is also designed to clear the way
fo r... operations to drive them out and bring them to justice.”
As tor Afghiinistan’s Taliban rulers. Bush said, they have known for more
than two weeks the price of peace with the United States: The cltYsing of ter
rorist training camps, the handover of al-C}aida leaders and the release of all
foreign nationals detained in Afghanistan.
“None of these demands were met,” he said. “And nt>w the Taliban will pay
a price.”
Finally, Bush left open the possibility that the Taliban regime might not he
the only one to he targeted for military action.
Every nation has a choice to make,” he said. “In this conflict, there is no
neutral ground. If any government sponsors the txitlaws and killers of inno
cents, they have become outlaws and murderers them.selves. And they will
take that lonely path at their own peril.”
The president did not identify whom he might have in mind. But other
administration officials have mused about the possibility that an old U.S.
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C'htce 5 p.m. rolls around, faculty
and staff members often find them
selves fighting with students in the
struggle to park.
Starting this tall, however, faculty
and staff were given a slight adv’antage
when 150 parking spaces were restrict
ed f(Tr use by faculty and staff until 10
p.m., Monday through Thursday.
Students can still use all other staff
parking spaces after 5 p.m. with any
valid (All Poly parking pemiit.
The newly designated spaces are
IcKated in parking zones C-2, C-4, C-5,
H-4, H-10 and H -11. Parking zone C2 is along Cuesta Avenue, C-4 is the
stretch along (Ailifomia Boulevard and
the railroad tracks, C-5 is IcKated by
the Air Ckmditioning Building, H-4 is
by the Agricultural Engineering
Building, H -10 is next to the Math and
Science Building and H-11 is by
Agriculture Building.
Tlie zones are identified with white
and orange curbing and the words
“Staff 7 a.m. to 10 p.m.” stenciled in

“We uxik the summer and we tixik
the time to do it because that’s a big
change,” she said.
In order to see which areas would be
most useful to evening faculty, a map
was made identifying the ItKation of
fall classes. Jordan explained that
evening classes were charted by the day
restricted staff ► Due to more
of the week and by the number of class
parking is a result evening classes,
es offered in each building. From that
of the increasing there are 150
number
of parking spaces
infonnation, the department was able
evening classes now reserved for
to identify areas that would be best for
being
offered faculty after 5 p.m. faculty parking, she added.
Professor Mark Arnold teaches a
each academic
► These parking
journalism class this fall during evening
year. According
spaces are in
hours. He said that overall, the newlyto a pre.ss release
parking zones
designated parking spaces will probably
from
the C-2, C-4, C-5, H-4,
be positive change, since, in a poly
U n i v e r s i t y H-10, H-11.
technic college, a lot of people from
P o l i c e
the industry come in to teach and
l\*partment, fac
ulty and staff members have had diffi many of them teach night classes.
On (x;casion, Arnold said that he
culty finding parking near their onhas
to leave campus tor dinner or a late
campus destinations after 5 p.m. The
addition of 70 evening clas.ses this fall meeting and although he d(x:sn’t mind
walking, he said it is nice returning to
has only heightened concerns.
P)onna Jordan, parking services campus without having to worry about
axTrdinator, explained that University’ being shut out by students.
Police tix)k a coaservative approach in
see PARKING, page 2
handling the shortfall of parking.

each space.
Temporary' signs attached to Aframes have been placed in lots for fur
ther idenrificarion. In addition, yellow
wording was added to the gray infor
mation signs at the lot entrances.
The need for

Harbor Festival raises money for victims

see STRIKES, page 8

Searching for cures
SCI Research Advancement, along with Cal
Poly students, uses alternative approach to find
cure spinal cord injuries
By Collin Hester

“We don’t want to wait that long.”
Rather than waiting decades for
research scientists to apply new treat
With the push of stem cell treat ments on human patients that derived
ment pending, a Central Coast non from experiments conducted on ani
profit organization is taking an alter mals, SCI Research Advancement is
native approach in the efforts to cure attempting to bypass that process in
brain and spinal cord injuries.
which its members have negotiated a
In a synopsis of Spinal Cord Injury contract with a neurosurgeon to con
(SC I) Research Advancement’s trol a research team, according to the
objective, founder Will Ambler and synopsis.
State Assemblyman and member Tom
Ambler, with the aid of l(x:al dixBordonaro wriTte that the organiza tor Tony Howe, co-authored a med
tion’s purpose is to drastically reduce ical treatment to be tested on animals
the time it takes to develop laKirato- with spinal cord injuries at CA'darsr\' research to discover effective med Sinai Medical CAnter in Los Angeles.
ical treatment tor paralysis.
If spinal cord sensation and move
“It’s (SCI Research Advancement ment can be restored in these animals
is) a multi-faceted group to repair the with this treatment, then human tri
spinal cord,” Ambler said.
als could follow 18 months later.
Such medical research is tradition
Ambler and Bordonaro wrote in
ally ojx'rated and applied by institu the synopsis, “The contract is very
tions and scientists, which may specific and is designed to test a med
require from 10 to 20 years after dis ical therapy as it would be used in a
covery to administer the treatment to human to benefit people, not to sim
patients, accordng to the synopsis.
ply advance science.”
“The impression is that we can
What makes this approach unique
eliminate the start-to-finish time
frame of 10 to 20 years,” Ambler said.
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see S C I, page 3
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Robert Mapel, o f Paso Robles, helps raise money during the Harbor Festival in Morro Bay on
Saturday. Mapel and two other firefighters working on the Cast Coast were among those sent to
Ground Zero in lower Manhattan. They hoped to raise money for the widows and children o f the
firemen lost in the collapse o f the Trade Center foMrers. The glass towers behind the FDNY Jacket,
that were designed to replicate the twin towers, were used to hold the donations. By the end o f the
weekend, they hoped to fill the glass towers.
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Forum to dissect America's political process
eight months ago, and will he Cal radio talk show host, columnist and
Poly’s sixth public forum in an on book author will moderate the
forum. Other panelists will include
going series.
For those con cern eJ ahoiir
Herb Kamm, forum director, said Patricia Ireland, immediate past
“A m erica’s
Strike
Back"
on the reason for the forum’s abrupt president
of
the
National
A f g h a n is ta n , change to include terrorism as a Organization for Women; Scott
...................“T he
Good,
topic of discussion was due to the Harshbarger, president and chief
The Bad and recent attacks.
executive officer of Common Cause;
Politics” is a
“When the attack took place, we Jeff Cohen, founder and president of
forum seeking decided to change the forum to Fairness and Accuracy in Reporting;
to educate the make it more relevant and more Roslyn Brock, vice chair of the
public
on timely,” Kamm said.
Board of Directors of the National
A m e r i c a ’s
Association
for the Advancement of
New'ly added to the panel is
p o l i t i c a l
Vernon Penner, a recently retired Colored People;' and Larry Noble,
process.
career diplomat from Washington, executive director of the Center for
Due to the D.C., whose responsibilities as a Responsive Politics.
Patrida Ireland
attacks of Sept. N ATO political adviser included
Kamm hopes that the forum w'ill
former president
11, Cal Poly’s advising on how to deal with terror provide an update on the situation,
of the National
forum
event ists.
as well as give the community the
Organization for
has expanded
Women
Also joining the discussion will be comfort and reassurance that the
to include the Jim Petroni of San Luis Obispo, who United States is dealing w'ith the
topic of terrorism by adding two conducts training courses in terror attacks in an effective manner.
experts to the panel. The event is ism preparedness and awareness for
Besides adding two new panelists
.scheduled for Tuesday at 8 p.m. in the Governor’s Office of Emergency to the forum, two panelists had to
Harman Hall in the Christopher Services.
decline after the change in the
Cohan Center.
According to a Cal Poly press forum’s focus. Panelists Margaret
The forum was originally planned release, Dave Congalton, KVEC Carkson, chief political reporter and

By Lade Grimshaw
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TODAY'S SUN
Rise: 6:03 a .m ./ Set: 5:36 p.m.

TODAY'S M O O N
Rise: 9:58 p.m. / Set: 11:57 a.m.

TODAY'S TIDE
AT PORT SAN LUIS

High: 3:49 a.m . / 3.40 feet
Low: 7:22 a.m . / 3.03 feet
High: 1:53 p.m. / 5.11 feet
Low: 9:55 p.m. / 0.49

5-DAY FORECAST
. ■'s-

TUESDAY
High: 6 9 ° /L o w : 50“
WEDNESDAY
High: 74° / Low: 50°

«-.-■N»

THURSDAY
High: 7 1 » /L o w : 51°
FRIDAY
High: 7 6 ° /L o w : 51»
SATURDAY
High: 7 7 ° /L o w : 52»

a

PARKING
continued from page 1
“I probably won’t use it much,” he
said. “But when 1 do. I’ll be glad they’re
there.”
As stated in the Universit>' Police
pte.ss release, the target of the parking
project was to address the shortfall of
faculty evening parking while main
taining close-in parking for students
after dark.
Jennifer Vierra, a kxid science
senior, is taking an evening class this
quarter. She said that the new
changes imly make parking harder to
find for students. Taking a night class
can also K' w-omsome for some stu
dents, Vierra added. “You don’t want
to park far away at night and walk in
the dark, especially being a female by
ytHirself,” she said.
Since the number of e\-ening class
es is expected to change from quarter
to quarter. University Ptilice will mon
itor the use of the designated spaces in

columnist for Time magazine, and
James Albertine, president of the
American League of Lobbyists, will
no longer be speaking.
Kamm said that Carlson was
asked to remain at her desk in case
of any breaking news stories, while
Albertine, Kamm said, felt it was the
wrong platform for him to speak on,
due to the forum’s change in focus.
Political science Chair Dianne
Long said she thinks students will
benefit from the forum by becoming
better aware of the political process
and how the decisions made will
affect them personally.
“Students have a lot to think
about because they will be the most
affected,” Long said. “These are real
ly exciting times with important
issues being discussed at large in the
community.”
Admission is free and the event is
open to the public. Audience mem
bers are encouraged to ask questions
and bring personal observations
about the recent attacks.

Spending, tax cuts stimulate economy
“The problem is the near-term
THE W ASHING TON POST
decline in consumption and the
economy stems from the psychologi
(W IR E ) W ASH IN GTO N
— cal impact of concern about terror
Using government spending and tax ism and security. No one knows how
cuts to stimulate an ailing economy long those psychological impacts
has always been an uncertain will last,” -said Mickey Levy, chief
process, and finding a mix of the tw’o economist at Bank of .America in
that will do the job in an economy New York. “History suggests that
changed by the Sept. 11 terrorist short-term, quick-fix fiscal stimulus,
attacks will be far more difficult while w'ell intended, has a poor track
than usual, according to many econ record of achieving what it’s intend
omists.
ed to do.”
The key difficulty is that the
O n Friday, President Bush,
attacks did far more damage to the responding to complaints from con
psyches of American consumers and gressional Republicans that the
business executives than they did to administration was agreeing too
the U .S. economy’s overall capacity much new spending, proptvsed a
to produce g(H)ds and services. If package of roughly $60 billion in tax
consumers are afraid to travel on cuts and $15 billion in additional
planes, or don’t feel like taking vaca spending to help workers hurt by the
tions, will lower federal taxes over sagging economy. Congressional
come those emotions?

By John M. Berry

Democrats want a balance between
spending and tax cuts.
T he tax cuts might increase
spending by businesses and lowerincome individuals. But some econ
omists believe that much of the
individual tax reductions would be
saved, rather than .spent, and that
some of the spending, while neces
sary, doesn’t add to economic
growth.
In the long run, a higher saving
rate would be a positive for the
economy, many economists main
tain, but they stre.ss that added sav
ing is not what is needed to combat
a recession in the short-run.
Economist Charles Schulze of the
Brookings Institution, who has been
watching and participating in the
making of fiscal policy since the

see ECONOMY, page 3

T R W S y s te m s
E m p lo y m e n t O p p o rtu n itie s fo r S o ftw a re
D evelopers/Engineers
TRW. ii world louder in high technology, has tvpcnmgs for candidates with
background skills in one or more t»f the following;

• <>+

• I'N IX
•C
• Com puter Nctworlcs
• Distribiiti'd Architectures
• M otif
• Systems Administration
• VVeh Design

•(ill
• Olijeet-Oriented Teehnol(»g\
• X-Windows
• Software \rehiteelurc
• .lava
• D BM S

Candidates will develop advanced, state-of-the-art designs and implemen
tations for command and control systems, satellite ground station software.
sens«>r data pr»Kessing systems, radar scheduling, telecommunications
systems, text handling, image pn>cessing applications, and large infomialion management systems
Requires a Bachelor's or Master's in Computer Science/Hngineering;
Mathematics; Management Information Systems; Physics; or Electrical
Engineering with an interest in software. Prtsitinns are available in our
Southern California (Redondo Beach and Carson). Colorado (Denver).
Texas {.San Antonio), and Florida (Orlando) liKations. TRW offers a com
petitive salary and benefits package. Qualified applicants should send their
resumes to; TRW , A ttn: K .K ., One .Space P ark, R 2/II34, Redondo
Beach, CA W 278. O r e-mail resumes to: hirem e@trw.com

We’re not like every
other high-tech company.
We’re hiring.
No one told you the hardest part of being an engineer would be finding
your first job. Of course, it s still possible to get the high-tech work
you want by joining the U.S. Air Force. You can leverage your degree
immediately and get hands-on experience with some of the most
sophisticated technology on earth.To find out how to get your career off
the ground, call 1-800-423-USAF or visit our Web site at airf6rce.com .

Stop hy and see us at the O ctober 15th Jo b Fair.
Scheduled interviews will he conducted on November 1st.
Visit us at www.trw.com
And click on "C A R E E R S '’
TRW is an Equal
( )pp*Trtunily Employer.

J
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NationalBrid s
Oil leak in Alaska
ALASKA — An oil pipeline has
leaked hundreds ot thousands of gal
lons of oil into two acres of tundra in
Alaska, 75 miles north of Fairbanks.
The leak began on Thursday when
the pipeline was shot by a rifle. The
suspect, Daniel Carson Lewis, 37,
has been charged with weapons mis
conduct, assault, criminal mischief
and driving while drunk.
By Saturday afternoon, 80,000
gallons of oil had been collected.
Alyeska Pipeline Service Company,
which runs the 800-mile line,
expects the cleanup to take years.
The pipeline, which has been shut
down, usually pumps 1 million bar
rels of oil a day and carries over 15
percent ot America’s domestic oil
production.
Emmy Show canceled after
strikes
HOLLYWOOD — On Sunday,
the Emmy Awards telecast was can
celed after the United States and
Britain
launched
attacks
in
Afghanistan. This is the first Emmys
cancellation in 53 years. The cere
mony was originally scheduled for
Sept. 16 and was postponed for three
weeks.
Jim Chabin, president of the
Academy of Television Arts and
Sciences which presents the awards.

ECONOMY
continued from page 2
early 1960s, and a number of other
economists agree: To stimulate the
economy in the short-run, addition
al budget appropriations need to be
for programs that ‘‘spend out quick
ly” and then terminate. Similarly,
tax cuts need to go to households
that are most likely to spend the
money rather than save it, he said.
‘‘This is close to a one-of-a-kind
event, something nearly without
precedent,” Schulze said. ‘‘We have
never been threatened in this way.”
If the attacks had come two years
ago when the economy was Ixximing, the shock would still have been
felt, but the economic repercussions
undoubtedly would have been
smaller.
Consumer confidence was at
record highs then, jobs were plenti
ful in most parts of the country and
business profits were surging upward.
Instead, the attacks came after a
year and a half of slow growth that
had left the economy skirting the edge

said that the Emmys were not can
celed due to security concerns hut
because the there were concerns
over whether it was appropriate to
hold the ceremony.
A more muted ceremony was
scheduled and guests were requested
to attend dressed in more business
like attire instead of the formal
gowns and tuxedos that guests usual
ly wear. A pre-recorded tribute to
New York City pi)lice officers by
Dennis Franz, a best dramatic actor
nominee from “NYPD Blue” was
planned to air during the ceremony.
California economy is weak
CALIFORNIA — The already
weak California economy was fur
ther damaged by last month’s terror
ist attacks.
The industries that were hit the
hardest, such as airlines, the hightech businesses, tourism and inter
national trade are also some of the
largest in the state. Companies have
now had a chance to evaluate the
damage and consider new possibili
ties for revenue. Many employers
have started lay-offs or have stopped
hiring new employees.
Ir has been estimated that indus
tries all over the state could lose as
many as 300,000 jobs before the
recession turns around. But it is pre
dicted that the economy will
rebound early next year if no other
catastrophes occur.
The tourism industry, which

of recession, huge losses on the stix:k
matket and a near collapse of business
investment.
Moreover, the country faces the
need to make some large, on-going
expenditures that are necessary but
that won’t really give the economy a
Ixxist. For instance, the increased
costs for airptut security, including
putting sky marshals on many flights,
and the increased time for passengers
to go through the security checks
means a serious loss of prtxluctivity in
air travel even when passengers return
to the skies.
Actually, there is already a large
amount of stimulus in place, Knh fis
cal and monetary. The Federal
Reserve has reduced its target for
short-term rates by 4 percentage
points, to 2.5 percent, since the begin
ning of this year in response to the
slowdown in growth. The last 1 per
centage point of that has been in
response to the attacks. Since it nor
mally takes many months for rate cuts
to begin to affect the economy, much
of the impact of the Fed’s aggressive
rate cutting should become increas
ingly effective over the course of the
next year.

TH IN K OF THE
SIX W OM EN
C LO SEST TO
YOU. NOW
GUESS WHICH
ONE W ILL BE
SEXUALLY
ASSAULTED THIS
YEAR.

The SAFER Program is
sponsoring a University wide search
for women and men on campus who
want to be part o f the “Real Women”
and “Real Men” programs.
“Real Women” and “Real Men”
will attend a training program and
present a sexual assault awareness
program to groups throughout the
year.

Applications due October 15^ 200!
Pick up an application in the Women *s
Center or callfor more information at
756-2282.

employs over 1.1 million people and
makes over
6.6
percent of
California’s gross domestic product,
is especially in trouble. People aren’t
taking long trips, but there is hope
because they continue to make
shorter trips. Santa Barbara hotels
are full with tourists from Southern
California. More movie production
may return to Hollywood to avoid
long-distance travel.
The high-tech companies, and
aircraft manufacturers are trying to
compensate for losses by picking up
government and military contracts.
But the agriculture and shipping
industries are still searching for solu
tions. Shipping companies are facing
increased border security and longer
waiting periods for their freight.
Briefs compiled from various news
services by Mustang Daily contrib
utor Anne Guilford.

International Brids
Africa
RWANDA — Giuliano Berizzi, a
60-year-old Italian aid worker in
Kigali, Rwanda, was shot in the
head and shoulder and was killed
Saturday by armed robbers who
forced their way into his apartment.
The robbers got away with about
$5,000. He arrived in Africa a
month ago and was working for a
Salesian Brothers volunteer center

SCI
continued from page 1
is that a physician, as opjxised to a sci
entist, operates the project. In this
way, the physician who performs the
treatment on the patient will have
direct access to the research and full
knowledge of the outcome.
‘‘This will allow the physician to
make an informed and rapid decision
for the appropriate application of new
treatment, without having to go
through the standard bureaucracy to
get new medical treatments to the
public,” Ambler and Bordonaro
wrote.
SCI Research Advancement mem
ber Leroy Howland, who is also a
social sciences senior at Cal Poly, said
that the organization is relying on
neurtisurgeon Dr. Michel Lévesque,
Director
of
Cedars-Sinai
Neurofunctional Surgery Center, to
carry out the medical treatments.
To perform two experiments,
Lévesque requested SCI Research
Advancement to give him a total of
$260,0CX) for lab time and lab assis
tance to operate on 500 rats for 12 to
18 months priot to operating on
human spinal cords, Howland said.
‘‘For those fitst 250 rats, he’s
(Levesque) going to temove a section
of spinal cord, throw it away and
bridge the gap,” Howland said.
The second experiment will
involve another 250 rats where
Lévesque will reconstnict the chroni
cally injured spinal cord by generating
genetically engineered neuronal cells
to be transplanted in the spinal cord.
If this research yields pxisitive results
(the restoration of spinal cord sensa
tion and mobility in the rats), then
Lévesque will begin working on
human spinal cords, Howland said.
According
to
Ambler
and
Bordonaro’s synopsis, “The overall
goal of these projects is to identify
which of the treatments have a poten
tial to be used in clinical trials and to
obtain preclinical data to support
clinical trial prottKol.”
With $260,000 needed for the pro-
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which is part of an Italian Catholic
aid organization which provides
vocational training for orphans and
street children.
Latin America
COLOM BIA — The Colombian
government and the Revolutionary
Armed Forces of Colombia came to
some agreements on the peace
process late Friday after two days of
discussions. W hile not much
progress was made, the agreements
have opened up possibilities for
future negotiations. FARC has
agreed to not commit the mass kid
nappings that it has used in the past
to create revenue through ransoms.
The government has given FARC
control of over 16,000 square miles
in the southern portion of the coun
try.
Australia
AUSTRALIA — Refugees, who
were traveling by boat to Australia,
were turned away by the nation’s
navy. Attempting to force the boat
to return to International waters,
they fired shots across the craft’s
bow. But the asylum-seekers threw
children — who were wearing life
jackets — overboard to force the
navy to rescue them. The boat was
thought to contain about 300
refugees, most of whom are Iraqi.
In August, Australia turned more
than 430 Afghan refugees away.
They were kept on nearby
ject, SCI Research Advancement
contacted the Christopher Reeve
Paralysis Foundation to see if it would
be willing to lend some financial assis
tance toward the research. Howland
said that the foundation will fund
such projects once they are directly
involving humans.
After the research is done on the
500 rats, and if there are ptisitive
results, the Christopher Reeve
Paralysis Foundation will fund, the
projects on humans 100 petcent,
Howland said.
He believes that it is essential for
Cal Poly students to be aware of the
vast presence of spinal ctird injury
because college students fall within
the age demographics of the condi
tion.
“Because of the demographics of

“There are a lot o f people
out there who are willing
to risk their lives for any
possibility o f functional
recovery, and those people
are going to be the first to
recover. ”
Leroy Howland

SCI Research Advancement
member
the Cal Poly student, they still lie
within the area of people who are
most commonly injured," Howland
said. “The average age is 14 to 24
years old, and the majority of the stu
dents on this campus are probably
between 14 to 24 years old.”
“What we’re pushing for right nowcan be extrapolated into all other
neuro conditions and neuro dysfunc
tions, whether they’re traumatic by
injury or atraumatic due to birth
defects,” Howland said.
The research that Levesque is
doing is applicable to such conditions
as multiple sclerosis, epilepsy,
Parkinson’s Disease, Alzheimer’s and
others that affect the central nervous
system, he said.

Christmas Island for a week and
were transferred to and kept in New
Zealand and Nauru so to wait until
their applications for refugee status
from the United Nations could be
processed.
In September, Australia’s parliament*v'oted-in new laws which are
hoped to limit the influx of asylumseekers. Over the last two years, over
9,000 have attempted to immigrate
illegally to Australia.
South Asia
PAKISTAN — Pakistan has
pledged to support the United
State’s attacks against the Taliban
and terrorists in Afghanistan.
Pakistani troops have already been
sent to secure their Afghan Harder
and some of the country’s airspace
was used in Sunday’s attacks.
Pakistan’s
government
has
expressed regret that its attempts to
convince the Taliban to hand over
Osama bin Laden to the United
States were unsuccessful.
But some of the Pakistani people
do not agree with their government.
On Sunday, 6,000 people demon
strated against America.
Secretary of State Colin Powell
will travel to India and Pakistan
next week.
Briefs compiled from various inter
national news services by Mustang
Daily contributor Anne Guilford.

Like Howland, Ambler stressed the
importance of everyone being abreast
of current information regarding
spinal cord injury research that harsh
ly affects so many people in this world.
“There is no way of predicting who
will become a victim,” Ambler said.
“It’s directly applicable to everyKxly,
and you can’t guarantee your health.
Having treatment come out and be
available on the shelf creates a siifety
net for (victims).”
In the United States, the leading
cause of spinal cord injury is motor
vehicle accidents. Ambler said.
According to Think First, a
National Injury Prevention Program,
which is a service of the American
AsstKiation of Neurolt>gical Surgeons
and the Congress of Neurological
Services, there are an estimated
250,(X)(X) to 400,(XX) people with
spinal cord injuries. On average,
11,000 new injuries are rep«.Mted each
year, which equates to aKiut one
spinal cord injury every 49 minutes.
Spinal cord injuries cost $9.7 billum
per year in medical care, equipment
and disability support, which is aKnit
$81 each year for every taxpayer,
according to Think First.
To reach their goal of $260,000 to
fund the research study project, SCI
Research Advancement will h(4d ,i
fund-raiser on Nov. 2 at the Solvang
Veteran’s Memorial Building. Jim
Vreeland Ford will raffle a tnick ,ind
contribute
to
the fund-raiser,
Howland said.
Howland said it is critical that the
money is raised so that cures for paral
ysis can be found, and he has the
utmost confidence that one will K*
found shortly.
“There are a Kit of people out there
who are willing to risk their lives for
any possibility of functional recovery,
and those people are going to be the
first to recover,” Howland said.
For additional information on
paralysis and how to help the cure,
visit Think First’s Web site at
www.thinkfirst.org or call Ambler at
805-688-7755.

CAL POLY FRATERNITY RUSH WEEK
MONDAY, OCT 8TH - MEET THE GREEKS BBO IN THE UU PLAZA

THAT'S TONIGHT, FROM 6 TO 8 IN THE UU PLAZA
ALPHA
GAMMA
OMEGA

ALPHA
GAMMA RHO

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
FilMsy
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
10/8/01
10/9/01
10 /10 /0 1
10/11 /0 1
'l 0 / 1 2 / 0 1
i o / 14/or
1 0 /15 /0 1
1 0 /16 /0 1
1 0 h 3 /0 1
Bowling,
Worship/
BBQ @ Moti Pool, Pizza @ Slideshow &
Bonfire @
Sports Day @
Lawn
Mcphees
House Tours
House
Meadow Park Formal Dinner
All Greek BBQ
4-6 pm
4-6 pm
8-10 pm
7:30 pm
10 am
@ House
Bid Night
BBQ @ Moti
Trap
Smoker &
Law
Shooting
Slideshow
¥
House @ 5:30
All Greek BBQ
4-6 pm
house @ 5:30
pm
Interviews
Interviews
Bid Night

Poker Night
@ House
BBQ@
1512
Mill
St.
Theater
Lawn
BETA THETA
Bowling @
All Greek BBQ McPhee 7 pm
R
9 pm
4 pm
Mud
Wrestling &
Trap Shoot,
DELTA SIGMA
BBQ @ Moti BBQ @ House meet @ House
PH
All Greek BBQ Lawn 6-8 pm
6-8 pm
5:45 pm

DELTA
UPSILON

DELTA CHI

BBQ @ Mott
Lawn
All Greek BBQ

All Greek BBQ

11 am

UU

Spaghetti
Surprise
7 pm

Bid Night

Pizza @
Woodstocks
6-8 pm
Waterskiing
BBQ/Bands @
Sports
Complex
DY House
7 pm
1 1am

BBQ in UU

TBA
Bowling/
Pizza @
McPhees

Poker Night @
DX House

Luau @ DX
House

4-6 pm

6-8 pm

6-10 pm

6-8 pm
House Tour,
slideshow,
Quiznos @
House
6-8 pm

Pizza/ Pool/
Bowling &
Mcphees
KAPPA SIGMA All Greek BBQ 5:30-7 pm

4pm

Beta Boxing
® 1574
Beebee St.
7 pm

BBQ Mott
Lawn
6-8 pm

Beach Day
DX house @
12 pm

•

Smoker @
House
6-8 pm
Smoker @
Bishop
Lounge
8pm

Bid Night

Bid Night

Smoker

Smoker @
House
5-7 pm

Bid Night

Preferential
Dinner @ F.
Mclintocks

Bid Night

FALL 2001 FALL RUSH SCHEDULE 10/8 TO 10/16
KAPPA CHI

LAMBDA CHI
ALPHA

PI KAPPA
ALPHA

BBQ & Sports
BBQ®
Pasta/Poker @ Slide Show @ @ Santa Rosa
Theatre Lawn
KX House
Park
KX House
All Greek BBQ
4-6 pm
6 pm
7 pm
5 pm
Slideshow/
Pizza @
BBQ @ Theatre BBQ @ 1292 Casino Night
Lawn
Foothill
Backstage
1292 Foothill
All Greek BBQ
5-7 pm
6-8 pm
5-7 pm
6-8 pm
Pizza/
Bowling ®
BBQ ® Mott Subs & Slides
Mcphees
Lawn
@ House
All Greek BBQ 4-5:30 pm
4-6 pm
6-8 pm
TBA

BBQ®
Theater Lawn
SIGMA ALPHA
All Greek BBQ
TB^O N
4-6 pm

Pizza @
Theater Lawn
6-8 pm

Interviews

Interviews

TBA

Slide Show ®
AXO sorority
6-9 pm

Bid Night
Casual Night
® 1292
Foothill

Bid Night

Fireside

Bid Night

Sports Day

Interviews ®
House

BBQ ® 348
Hathway
3-6 pm

Smoker @
Interviews ® 348 Hathway
7 pm
348 Hathway

Bid Night

0

SIGMA NU

SIGMA PHI
EPSILON

All Greek BBQ

Vegas Night
@ House

TrI-tip BBQ ®
UU

6-8 pm

6-8 pm

All Greek BBQ

PHI KAPPA
PSI

Pizza/ Bowling
@ Mcphees

PHI ilOMA
KAPPA

Slideshow @
Kona's
All Greek BBQ
4-6 pm

BBQ ® Mott
Lawn
4-6 pm

THETA CHI

Luau/ Pig
Roast ®
Jeffery House
All Greek BBQ
5 pm

PHI DELTA
THETA

5-7 pm

Invite Only

Spaghetti
Dinner @
House

Sig Ep Drive
In Movie ®
House

6-8 pm

5-7 pm

7-10 pm

Mott Lawn
4-6 pm

Smoker @
House
6-9 pm

Interviews @
house
12-5 pm

4-6 pm

BBQ & Sumo Pizza & Music:
Wrestling @ Twice Fallen @ Casino Night
Mott Lawn
Backstage
@ House
6-8 pm
Pizza &
Basketball
behind Mott
Gym
All Greek BBQ
5-7 pm
BBQ®
Theatre
All Greek BBQ
6-8 pm
World
Famous Ribs
All Greek BBO
@ House

TAU KAPPA
EPSILON

Pizza © Mott
Smoker @
Lawn
Veranda Café

4:30-7:30 pm

UU
4-6 pm
In/Out
Slideshow @
House

BBQ ® Mott
Lawn
6 pm

Casino Night Smoker/ BBQ
@ House
@ House
Fear &
Loathing @
Phi Psi
El Fumar
PhiSig 500 s*
Camelot Park. .
6-10 pm

Smoker @
Jeffery Housei
7 pm

N /A

.

Invite Only

Invite Only

Bid Night

Smoker
Open

6-9 pm

Bid Night

Bid Night

Open

Interview @
House

Beach
Football

Interviews

Bid Night

Sports Day
TBA

Smoker TBA

Bid Night

Beach Day @
Pismo
12 pm

Formal Dinner
@ House

Monday Night
Football &
Pizza @
Verde House
5:30 pm

Bid Night

Bid Night
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El Corral : the story
behind making a profit
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Oligopoly: the key play
ers involved in setting
textbook prices

QOK

By Stephen Harvey

By Lacie Grimshaw

M U STAN G DAILY STAFF WRITER

MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

Students dread the start of a new quarter.
Not because of tou^h course loads or hard
professors. Students are hit with tuition,
rent, food and jjas, and on top of that,
they have to pay hundreds of dollars
for textbooks.
El Corral Bookstore is riin by
C'al Poly Foundation, a not-forprofit organization which has
exclusive rights to food sales
and text media sales on campus.
Philip Davis, assLKiate director
of operations for El Corral,
explained that nonprofit busi
nesses run by the Foundation
do have to operate at a positive
profit ratio to survive.
“We cannot operate at a
. ^
■
loss,” Davis said.
,
I
Cindy
Giamhalvo,
El
Corral’s courseware department
manager, explained that El Corral bases
its textlxH>k prices largely on the ptice the store paid
the publishers. Then, freifjht costs are added in, which is higher
for El Cairral than some other universities because the publishers are shipping
from the East Coast. El t'orral alst> adds in the cost of reshipment for any
Kniks left over in the past.
Then, it adds the cost of runninj» El Corral — payroll, store improvement
and equipment replacement. Finally, El Corral adds in the cost of the
University Services contribution.
When orderin}» Kniks, the Kxikstore takes into consideration the number
of years that CJal Poly has been usinj» the edition and how lon^ it has been in
print. El Corral has a 7 percent buy
back rate, Giamhalvo said.

•^- Í»

♦ -Sr'

is s a ®

1

» ^ J
Jf * t

“Most o f the f)uhlishers will not
sell you the old edition if the
new edition is on the shelf. ”
Patrick Munroe

journalism department
» » >

see PROFITi page 8

.Í

Btxiks are a required element of
ilmost every class at Cal Poly. They
often amount to the larjjest exfsense
for students after housing and fcxxl.
But unlike other costs, students
have few choices in textKxik
prices and little knowledjie of
why certain textKxiks are
selected.
Students don’t know how
much they’ll spend on Kxiks
until the cash register prints a
receipt. At the same time, when
teachers select hixiks they often
have no idea what the prices
will he.
“As a rule we know ver>' little
aKxit the prices,” said finance pro

fessor Alan Weatherfi>rd.
For many teachers the only part they have in selectin),' Kx)ks is fillin)» out a requisition form. Tlte tonii
lets El Corral know what is required for the
class, and the numlx'r of copies needed
for each section. Other than the ret|^*DAILY
teachers have ver>’ little say
AM
in which Kx)ks arrive at El Qiiral.
“ Tlie Kxikstore places the order, receives the Kx>ks and collects (the money),”
journalism professor Patrick Munnx' said.
Since teachers have little to do with price ne)’otiations, students can only ho|xthat used Kxiks will he available for their classes. But because publishers change
editions so often, it is hard to keep required Kxiks from K*in)’ new.
Philip David, El Cairral B»x)kstore assix:iate director of operations, sai«.l pub
lishers change editiims for various reastms includin)’ current knowledge such as a
new discoveries, competition, and the fact that publishers will do anythin)» in an
effort to limit the sales of used lxx>ks.
“Most of the publishers will not sell
you the old edition if the new edition is
see OLIGOPOLY, page 8

Bust)
Oct 8

- Monday Night Football
6:00 @ Sigma Chi, 1314 Foothill Blvd.
Watch the game with Burgers and Beverages

l i -

Oct 9

- Party @ Tortilla Flats
9:00 @ 1051 Nipomo SLO
18 and over party with $3 cover $1 well drinks
Bring your rush card for free admission

Oct 11 - Fight Night
7:00 @ Sigma Chi. 1314 Foothill Blvd.
Come out and watch Sigma Chi put on the gloves
Oct 12 - S m o k e r (In v ite O n ly )

www.sigmachislo.com
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Proposed student visa system has big drawbacks
(U -W IR E ) M ADISO N , Wis. —
Sen. l^ianno Feinstcin, l')-Calit.,
has proposed a hill tor a six-month
morarorium on toreiyn student
visas. T his would prevent new
international students from enter
ing the United States to study, hut
it does nothing about the 30 mil
lion total visa holders already in
the country. This in itself is somethint,’ to raise an eyebrow at.
However, thy* reason tor the mora
torium is to yjive the Immigration
and Naturalization Service time to
develop an electronic system to
track foreign students, their spouses
and their children. Also sujjt'ested
is that all schools must report the
status ot their foreign students on a
quarterly basis, along with a list of
their classes.
A moratorium will not stop ter
rorists organized enough to perpe
trate the acts ot Sept. 11. It will.

however, stop thousands ot interna
tional students trom continuing
their education and may even
alienate many and cause them to
look tor an education outside of the
United States.
Sen. Feinstein should look at
international students as possible
social weapons for the U nited
States instead ot possible terrorists.
W hen a person has lived some
where, they become attached and
wish to protect their new home.
They see people here in the United
States as similar to themselves. But,
more importantly, an education
will improve students’ opportuni
ties tor a better life, no matter
where in the world they choose to
live. Many blame terrorism on
poverty and the want for a better
life. In that case, education will
help elim inate any in clin ation
towards terrorism.

There are more than halt a mil
lion international students in the
United States at any given time.
Like anyone else, they have to pay
tuition and living expenses, there
by contributing to the economy.
W ith everyone worried about the
economy, it would be a bad idea to
stop a significant group ot people
trom
contributing
to
it.
Furthermore, many Americans are
employed in services catering to
international students. For exam
ple, Fnglish as a second language
teachers would no longer have any
one to teach.
Right now, the United States has
the backing ot most nations something needed to effectively
fight terrorism. Foreign countries
might not like it very well if the
U nited States suddenly decided
there would be no new internation
al students tor six months, and after

that time they would track all but several privacy acts.
international students. The plan is,
1 would like to point out that it is
after all, to single out their citizens
not only insulting to foreign stu
for “special" treatment. T he United
dents, bad tor the economy and
States should not be looking to
alienate any of its allies at this crit infringes on an individual’s rights,
but it is impractical. Where will the
ical time.
T he proposed tracking system money and resources to finance this
reminds me of animals collared program come trom? Wouldn’t it be
with radio transmitters in order to better to invest some ot these mil
learn their migratory patterns.
lions ot dollars in developing a bet
Essentially, the system will track all
ter INS procedure to screen stu
international students and invade
their privacy to learn their patterns dents when they first apply for a
and interests by having their class student visa? Improve the system
schedules exam ined. Personally, trying to stop terrorists from enter
the very idea makes me feel uncom ing the country in the first place fortable and it strongly reminds of
don’t try to guess who they are once
the M cC arthy hearings of the
they are here hy trying to interpret
1950s or George Orwell’s “1984.”
However, it is not only an idea class schedules. An ounce ot pre
reminiscent of dictatorial tenden vention is worth a pound of cure.
cies, but it is also very insulting and
I’m sure infringes not only on one.
Hilde Breivik, The Daily Cardinal

Letters to the editor
Reader finds criticism
of letter hypocritical

beautiful and ugly, R IG H T and
W RO N G .

Editor,

Kristina Skrehot is a civil engineer
ing senior.

Assuming that the letter titled
“Sarcastic letters are inappropriate"
(O ct. 4) was directed toward a prior
editorial 1 composed, Mr. Jarrod
.Anderson can now unfortunately
be considered a hypocrite. By stat
ing that 1 have shown an “obvious
lack of tact” and labeling my article
as “sarcastic," he has degraded the
seriousness, which was meant,
showing no regard to my feelings.
Additionally, classifying my views
as “frenzied” has offended me. All
ot such examples, as he well knows,
are a sign ot the same tactlessness
he supposedly disagrees with.

Not all supporters of
war are racist
Editor,

As Americans, we have a right to
express our opinions, whether they
are popular or not, but it is not OK
to wrongly accuse those whose
views differ from your own. 1 am
deeply angered at this twisting of
the truth shown by the march slo
gan of the PSA , part ot which was,
“ ... no more racist war ... " These
words imply that anyone who sup
ports the war is racist. 1 am deeply
offended by this. It is untrue and
Ashley Campbell is a political sci
shows a lack of understanding of
ence junior.
the issues. On Sept. 11, our country
was attacked, and civilians were
intended targets. War is not to be
taken lightly. T he fact that friends
or family could be sent off to fight,
Editor,
and possibly die, does scare me, but
1 agree with the article “Fight I know it must be done. To do
A m erica’s obsession with oppo nothing lets the guilty go unpun
sites" on O ct. 5. W hen seeing bina ished, and isn’t our country about
ry opposites - hot and cold, gtH>d justice? To do nothing shows weak
and bad, beauty and ugliness - we ness, and to show weakness to ter
must realize that everything is rela rorists leaves us wide open to more
tive, and these are all descriptions attacks and more deaths. America
ot the s.ime thing.
is not attacking a race, we our
"H ot" and “cold" are both mea- defending ourselves against cow
Mires ot temperature. “H ot” is only ardly terrorists and all those who
u^ed in comparison with something enable them to continue their acts
ot a lower temperature and can of terror. To ensure the safety ot our
become cold when something hiU- families and our way ot life, we
ter comes along.
need to take action. Believing this
It IS in this way that everything in no way makes me a racist. It
IN hot and cold, good and bad. makes me an A m erican and it

All descriptions are
relative

Mustang
D A ILY ®

GRAPHIC ARTS BUILDING, SUITE 226
CAL POLY SAN LUIS OBISPO

“To do nothing shows
w eakness, and to show
weakness to terrorists
leaves us wide open to
more attacks ... “
makes me human. 1 don’t begrudge
them their beliefs, so don’t throw
the word racist at me or others
because our views differ.
Lisa Voipe
sophomore.

an

architecture

Our challenge is to
secure human rights
E d ito r,
As our spinning planet gets
smaller and more interconnected
each year, the threats to interna
tional security are changing. T he
international system during the
time of the Cold War was charac
terized by two superpowers, Kith
equal and opp<isitely opposed, bal
ancing the other’s weight as two
giants leaning against each other
keep them selves standing. T he
world was “stabilized" by the fact
that every country was tied up in a
nexus of alliances that provided
temporary security under the threat
ot mutually assured destruction.
That temporary security, however,
crumbled with the Berlin Wall in
1989.
The characteristic crisis ot the
(?old War system was the clim actic
Cuban Missile Crisis ot 1962. The
crises of the new international sys
tem will be even more tenuous.
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This is because the new major play
ers are not just superpowers or
states, but, in the words of author
Thomas Friedman, “super-empow
ered individuals.” These individu
als are extremely dangerous because
no one ever elected them, and they
are likewise responsible to no one.
They wield total authority, as they
are not checked by any opposing
powers. And they may act whimsi
cally, as people often do, and will
likely pander to the lowest com 
mon denominator to garner support
for their personal vendettas.
Therefore, the question we now
face is not only “How do we
respond to this crisis today.^’’ but
also “How do we secure ourselves
for tomorrow by changing the per
ception of America in the hearts
and minds of the disgruntled mass
es around the world?" T his is
indeed a complicated and perplex
ing dilemma.
T he colonial powers of the past
were never faced with this problem.
Popular resentment was largely lim
ited to local insurgencies, and the
authority of the powerful country
to outgun the rebels was final. But
we no longer have the luxury of
ignoring the pleas ot the masses.
Maybe all you chemistry majors can
help me out with this one: W hat
happens
when
you
com bine
extreme destitution and constrict
ing oppression with sophisticated
weapons and mass ctimmunication?
An explosion, ü la Langston
Hughes.
The inhuman attacks against us
would
have
been
previously
unimaginable to many. We now
need to stretch our imaginations

Matt Smart editor in chief
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Karin Driesen opinion editor
Erica Tower arts & features editor
Aaron Lambert photo editor
Evann Gastaldo, Jenifer Hansen,
Robin Nichols copy editors
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Patrick Munroe graphics adviser

very little to perceive that this
might not be the end, and the
attacks could

be worse

in the

future. It is not unlikely that as
long as people around the world
harbor deep hatred for Americans,
the pain and suffering they feel will
continue to be brought into vivid
detail for us to ponder. T he Cold
War system is clearly behind us.
Our new challenge is to secure not
only trading rights around

the

globe, but to secure human rights as
well.
Brian Orion is a political science
senior.
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Citizens apathetic about freedom
(U -W IR E ) CO LLEGE S T A  one can argue that most of the leg Morning News reported that 37
TIO N , Texas — In the wake ot the islation contained within the Anti- percent of Texans would “forego ‘a
historically horritic events of Sept. Terrorism Act does not infringe lot’ of their personal freedoms and
11, the United States has been upon Am erican civil liberties, 41 percent would curb some of
faced with a question that defines there are some notable instances their freedoms’’ fi>r increased safety.
the character of our nation: Is the that do — a substantial liberation What happened to the rugged indi
United States willing to sell free of wiretapping regulations, the vidualistic Texan — the Texan that
dom for safety? While the images of expansion of governmental ability defended their freedom so vehe
terror, fear and rage remain fresh to conduct secret searches (.search mently when phrases like “You can
within the minds of Americans, it es conducted without notifying the take my gun when you pry it from
is important to take a deep breath,
collect thoughts and remain stead
fast in the defense of the liberties “Hou^ does one pass laws that will prohibit militant
that have allowed our country to extremists that are willing to sacrifice their own lives
become great.
for their caused”
However, this is not what is hap
pening. Instead, Congress is con citizens whose possessions are my cold, dead hands’’ defined the
sidering laws that will infringe on being searched), the ability to majority view?
our rights. And the citizens of indefinitely imprison foreigners
The numbers get worse as we
America seem more apathetic residing within the country legally look at a national level. USA
regarding this issue than ever. In without a trial, and allowing the Today reported that 78 percent of
this time of trial, citizens must not government to seize the assets of Americans find it acceptable to
succumb to any hastily composed people accused and not yet con videotape public places and 71 per
cent want a new national ll") sys
acts of government that would victed of a crime.
If these newly found governmen tem based on fingerprints and reti
require a reduction in the amount
tal powers were only used to catch nal scans. Why even make these
of freedoms.
In the government’s attempt to the bad guys they would be great. changes? A t what point would reti
legislate an end to terrorism, the But these new powers would not be nal scans over photo IDs or cam
Anti-Terrorists A ct of 2001 is applied in a box. They could and eras recording our movements in
being pushed through Congress. would be applied in a blanket fash public places halted the hijacking
of four jetliners? They wt)uld not.
This is an intere.sting legislative ion to all residing in America.
While the preservation of liber So why stop there? If Americans
idea. How does one pass laws that
will prohibit militant extremists ties would have been at least a con want real safety, why not allow the
that, are willing to sacrifice their scious thought in most minds, a government to put Orwellian tele
own lives for their cause? While recent poll conducted by the Dallas screens in our homes and chips in

our heads? Ot course, there would
have to he a chip insertion station
at Ellis Island to catch all tho>e
immigrating in. The quote at the
base t)f the Statue ot Liberty would
have read “Give me your tired,
your poor, your huddled masses
yearning for something kinda .sorta
like freedtim.’’
This vision seems inevitable
under the current apathy of the
American people. President Bush
said the state of our nation is
strong. He is correct it the strength
of our nation is correlated to the
number of flags we buy and the
willingness of citizens are to imme
diately dispose of the fundamental
values that made our nation great.
The protection ot civil liberties
has never been easy. To uphold
such liberties means that a guilty
man may go free over the imprison
ment of an innocent one, that
expressions of free speech might
offend or that society may not be as
safe as other more totalitarian
states. But upholding such liberties
guarantees that Americans will
remain a free people. And that is
the defining characteristic of this
nation that makes people proud to
he American.

hundreds during its war with Iran
and a radical Japanese cult killed 12
people in a Tokyo subway by using
nerve gas. In fact, a Newsweek mag
azine poll finds 42 percent of
Americans fear a biological or
chemical assault.
However, this does not mean you
should wait and hide in your hovel
- the challenge is to continue on
and not allow terrorism to rule our
lives.
Precautions can be taken, but
once we give up a semblance of a
normal life, the terrorist groups
have won.

(U -W lR E) BLACKSBURG , Va.
— In 1942, George Orwell wrote of
Great Britai.i’s pacifists:
“Pacifism is objectively proFascist. This is elementary commoii
sense. If you hamper the war effort
of one side you automatically help
out that of the other. Nor is there
any real way of remaining outside
such a war as the present one. In
practice, ‘he that is not with me is
against me.’”
Tho.se that attacked America do
nor \yant America to retaliate. It
America does not retaliate, they
win, and they are guaranteed to
arrack again. Pacitism in this
instance is not only on the side of
the murderers, but ultimately on the
side of letting them murder again.
Pacifists claim they do not want
to see innocent civilians being
killed.
N either do 1, hut over 6,000
already have, and many more are
promised to be killed if we do not
retaliate.
It has never been the policy ot the
United States to attack civilians,
nor will it be against Afghanistan.
While we are getting ready to
attack the Taliban regime harboring
bin Laden, we are sending food to
feed the refugees of the country.
This is an unprecedented practice
of war, and it’s done to make a point.
Will Afghanistan civilians be
killed if we attack the Taliban and
I t ’s allies? Perhaps, unintentionally.
Will American or other civilians of
democratic nations be killed if we
do not? Infinitely.
1 want peace. America and other
democratic nations want pe.ice: we
are those that cherish, love and seek
peace.
Peace can only be achieved when
those who hate it arc destroyed.
just as peace in Europe could only
be obtained with the destruction of
the Nazi regime, peace is only a real
ity when the regimes and individu
als that are attacking us are no
longer able to do so.

Staff Editorial, Daily Forty-Niner

Brad Berglind, The Collegiate Times

Todd Macek,The Battalion

America is reliving the fear of the ^60s
(U -W lR E ) LONG BEACH —
Meet the new scare, same as the old
scare.
For most Americans, the new
worry is a biological weapons attack
by terrorist cells, and t)ur nation is
anxiously waiting for another
unprecedented disaster.
Much like America in the 1950s
and ‘60s, when the fear was from a
nuclear attack from the Soviet bliK,
we are now subject to the constant
threat of terrorist attacks on home
.soil, and more specifically, a biolog
ical attack.
The nation is resptmding accord
ingly, clearing Army surplus stores
shelves of gas masks, K)dysuits,

packaged h>ods, etc., no matter the
costs (which, of course, are inflat
ed). Soon, American citizens will
build underground shelters on their
property in case of an attack.
This was the same situation more
than 40 years ago when Americans
cleared Army surplus store shelves,
built bomb shelters - you get the
picture.
Fortunately, there was never a
nuclear attack on the United
States, and the Army gear was only
worn iKcasionally as a gag. The
K>mb shelters became storage areas
or a place for teenagers to make out.
Unfortunately, there is no guar
antee that a biological attack - or

any other form of terrorism - will
not happen in the United States, so
the new shelters will be built and
the gas masks and food supplies
placed inside.
The choice will be yours - either
pool your resources and build or buy
“protection" from terrorist attacks,
or continue to live your life as you
always have.
In case of an attack, those who
purchased these items - assuming
said items fend off the effects of an
attack - will look smart, while those
who didn't will probably not be
around to feel stupid. It you’re
afraid, you should be - Iraq used
nerve gas in the late 1980s to kill

Pacifism helps
terrorists reach
their goals

Classified Advertising
Graphic Arts Building, Room 226 Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, CA 93407 (805) 756-1143
A

n n o u n c e m e n t s

E

m p lo y m e n t

E

m p lo y m e n t

Special Forum
On Terrorism

Mustang Daily Needs
Freelancers

A top panel discusses politics and
terrorism. Tuesday October 9th at 8
p.m. Performing Arts Center
FREE ADMISSION

If you’re interested please
attend a meeting on Oct. 1st
@ 7 p.m. in the Graphic Arts
Building, Room. 205

Where to find all your
Greek News! Call
Classified Today! x61143

Wanted

Sports Editor Needed

Advertising
Representative to build
new territory in San luis
Obispo. Earn
Commission. Must be a
Cal Poly Student.

at the Mustang Daily. Contact
Sonia or Matt @ 756-1796
for info.

AA Meeting on campus!
Thurs. 11:00 a.m. Rm 153 Health
Center, Bldg. 27 (Medical
Library) starting thurs Oct 11th.
Weekly meeting open to all.

Call Nick @ 6-1143

“Bartender Trainees Needed"
Earn up to $25/HR “Inti.
Bartenders" will be back in SLO 1
week only! Day/Eve classes, limit
ed seating call today
800-859-4109
www.mybartendingschool.com

Classifieds are
Killer!!
Call 756-1143

For Sale

R

For Sale
1985-740 Turbo Volvo Wagon
Runs great- $2,800
Excellent Beach Wagon
Call 544-7140

Lost

a n d

Fo

u n d

LOST:
Silver bracelet on 10/1.
Large REWARD if
returned to me!
Bracelet has 3 “teardrops"
attached to its thin silver
chain. Please help.
Call Jenny @ 788-0265

ental

H

o u sing

D on’t “ b o g a r t”
that
Mustang Daily
pass it on!
3 Brm 1 1/2 bth 10 miles from
Cal Poly. PETS OK, great
neighborhood. 9635 Encina Ave.
Santa Margarita 1750 mo-«security 805-772-4661

S

ervices

Mobile Notary Service
Will come to you/ lowest price!
Call Erik at: 756-9084

8 Monday, October 8,2001

News

STRIKES

Executive l')irector of Foundation
ated because ot competitive issues. El
Frank Mumtord said that another
CJorral jiist wanted to have a function
biy cost for El Corral comes trom the
al course list and this was the best way
continued from page 5
continued from page 5
$300,000 the bixikstore contributes
to keep it up to date.
At the same rime, Hensley said he
“It it’s a brand new edition, then 1 to the University Services contribu
on the shelt," Munrix? said.
did not resent haviny to buy a list trom
try and order a larger percentage tion annually. Mumford explained
Some teachers have chosen to El Corral, bur also aekled that most
because I know that no students will rhat this money secures El Corral’s
bypa.ss the system all toyether and use schixTs share information about
exclusive
riyhts
to
textb(X)k
sales
on
already have ir. So rhere is less
a source other rhan El (Jorral. Party teachers’ textKxik choices volunrarily
chance of them findiii}» a book campus.
Hensley, owner ot Aida’s, a Kx;al col- because that information is considered
Each
year,
businesses
run
by
leye Kxikstore, said, “ Some teachers public, since rhe information is comsomewhere else," she said.
Foundation
contribute
$1
million
prefer
to use us because ot price."
The bookstore also buys more
iny trom a public schixil.
total
to
Cal
Poly.
Flow
much
each
Flowever, Hensley said thar in the
textbooks than they sell, to make
In the case* ot ('al Poly, Davis said it
business contributes is based on how
past teachers have used Aida’s vyithout was ayainst university cixJes tor teach
sure they are available when stu
yoiny throuyh El Corral, but that was ers to use a secondary source, bur he
dents want them. Fifteen per cent to profitable the business was the year
before.
A
tew
years
back,
when
cuts
Ix'tore a contract was formed between wasn’t sure alxnir specifics. He added
25 percent ot textbooks are not sold
in
student
housiny
on
campus
El Corral and Aida’s. Tlie contracr that, at the very least, departments
and have to be shipped back to the
caused a loss in capitol yains tor
allowed
Aida’s to receive a copy ot the and instnictors are “supposed” to sub
publishers at the expense ot the
compiled list ot all Kxiks required. In mit rhe required Fxx)ks to El Cx)iral so
Campus Dininy, El Corral picked up
bookstore, Giambalvo said.
exchanye Aida’s pays an undisclosed rhat they can K'tter serve the students.
the slack, Mumtord said.
“That’s a hidden cost we prepare
amount ot money and promises to
In fact Munriv was under the same
“I’ve been workiny here 26
tor," l\ivis said.
intorm
El
Corral
ot
any
protesstirs
who
impression
thar althouyh he never
years,” Giambalvo said. “We
For the last couple of years, El
bypass the set system.
siyned a contract contininy his texthaven’t always had that exact
Corral has ottered discounts on the
Kxik reservations to El Cxirral, teach
Neither
source
was
williny
to
dis
top 200 titles during the first tew amount ($300,000).’’
ers
were only supf'Kised to yo throuyh
close
the
amount
ot
money
involved.
Foundation officials and El
weeks ot school to yet more student
Hensley said attornies were the campus Kxikstore.
Corral administrators were unable
business, Ciambalvo said. This is in
“For the 20-somethiny years I’ve
involved in constnictiny the contract,
to say tor what the University
an effort to compete with Aida’s.
been here, it’s K“en the only resource
which was suyyested by El Corral.
Alony with the published Kxiks Service contribution is used.
l>avis saii.1 rhe contract was not cre tor yettiny Kxiks,” Munroe said.
that El C2orral has shipped in, they
also print their own Kxtks at the
Cal Poly Undergraduate Students can earn 16 or more course credits.
request ot professors. These Kx)ks are
priced based on priminy costs, copyCOLUMBIA UNIVCRSIIV'S
riyht costs they pay tor printiny arti
cles and other materials, and royal
ties, which yo to faculty who are
usiny their own published writiny.
“It also depends it the profes.H)r
wants desk copies or not. Then we
roll that price in and the students
Earth Systems
absorb the price ot that," Giambalvo
Science and
said.
Astronomy

PROFIT

continued from page 1
adversan', Iraqi PrcsiJcnr Saddam
Hus.scin, niii’ht have had a hand in
the Sept. 11 attacks.
One ot those precautions involved
Vice President Dick Cdteney. Around
the time the ;issault on Af^ihanistan
Ix't’un, CJheney was moved trom the
White House to an umlisclosed liKaturn, somethinti that was alst) done in
the days just after the Sept. 11 terror
attacks. The reason tor the move was
to avoid having: the president and his
constitutionally desijjnated successor
in the same place m case ot attack.
Bush ^’ave the final ^io-ahead tor
the attacks Saturday and telephoned
top contjre.ssional leaders trom the
presidential retreat at C'amp David,
Md., that eveninn to notify them lit
the impendinjj strikes, Wliite House
spsikesman An Fleischer s;iid.
Sundays last-minute offer hy the
Taliban to put bin Liden on trial tor
the terror attacks in Atuhani.stan had
no impact on the timing ot events,
Heischer said, because administration
officials never viewed it as a serious
proposal.
At the White House, Bush went
immediately into the 0\’al C')ftice to
beyin making phone calls to Russian
President Vladimir Purin, French
President Jacques C.’hirac and other
world leaders intonniiiH them of what
was aKnit
happen in Atjjhanistan.

Mustang Daily

OLIGOPOLY

programs are
offered for Science
and Non-science
majors at
Columbia University
Biosphere 2
campus near
Tucson, Arizona.

FREE

OIL CHANGE
Love your car? Join the crowd!
lOOOs o f our customers have already
received their Free O il Change^ from

R izzoli’s
AUTOMOTIVE

January>May and
Septem ber-Decem ber 2002

2000 AAA Awaixl Recipient for
“Outstanding Customer Service** and specializing
in repair and maintenance o f all Pine American,
Japanese, and European vehicles since 1976.

• Earth Semester
• Universe Semester

APPLY NOW!

Free courtesy shuttle to Cal Poly or your local residence.

C o n ta c t D r. P h illip Balloy^
Doon of tho CoHofpo of Sc lonc o S HothonMitlco
a t 7 5 6 -2 2 2 6 o r p b a llo vO c a lD o lv.o d u

*See Service Drpartment for details.

Y o u m a y a ls o c o n ta c t B lo s p h o ro 2 a t
w ¥ iW iM Q 2 ttlW o d iie a tlQ n
(8 0 0 ) 9 9 2 -4 6 0 3

2584 Victoria • San Lui.s O bispo • California 93401

54G1082

Pre-Physical Therapy StudentsI
Pre-Physician Assistant Students!
C o m e
11

jo in

the

n n e i j o i - s

P A
«

or

P 'l" e l u b ?
c ^ l a S S

€ 5 1 < 3 <Z> m . € 5 ?
I .earn about the M|»|>licMti«»ti proex'sis,
ex pc* i ' i « . * i i i n the ilelel. eliat \> itii
KiieMt x p e a k e rx . am i vi.sit pi*<»re»NioiiMl nc*Ii o «»In. [Vloxt in ip o r t M iit ly , mc'et
Kttident.x >vitli a H im ila r in t e r e s t a n ti h a v e a f,(reat tim e !

1st mcetinf», 'Phursclay, O c t. I I , 2001
(tfT 1 la m in S3-201
I 'o r im > rv i n f 'o r m n t i o t i c t i n i a c t :
r i t e H e a l t h P r o f e s s i o n s l * c e r A d v is o r ? * M e n h i t n o r I'n rit <>#' 7 5 f » - f » 5 1 0

AU. POOOfUUM TAUGHT BY COLI

Spond a som o stor at you r
hom o a w a y from hom o!
Don’t loavo C a l Poly w ith o u t takin g
a dvantage of th is unlquo p artnership
b e tw e e n C a l Poly and
C o lu m bia U n ive rsity.

Cal Poly
LETTERED *'

-Sweatshirts
-T-Shirts
-(.aps
-Jackets
-License Plate Frames
TRAINERS TAPE

□

lA TACULTVI

$2^"

JSe /A /s
S p o r t in g G o o d s
-SINCE 1945 -SAME LOCATION-SAME OWNERSHIP886 Monterey St. SLO

5 4 3 -2 1 9 7

RlXiBV SHOES
R1 (¡B^ SHORTS

S2S”'

\I)II)\S SOCCl'.K
SHOI'SIROM

S 3T

i.vcKossi: (d.()\i;s

.5o ’o off

ONE BLOCK FROM
THE MISSION

